Real-Time
Alerts
Manage and Act on Important Restaurant Operations
from Virtually Anywhere
Restaurant Manager Alert capabilities help restaurants leverage technology to improve overall operations. Managers
and owners are notified as soon as important events that require their attention happen and can then access and take
action on key information in real-time from virtually anywhere. Receive notifications via SMS text messaging on a cell
phone, Windows Mobility Enabled device such as a Blackberry, an iPhone, email or a web browser.

Providing Solutions to Real Business Problems
Restaurant Manager focuses on critical business issues facing today's restaurant owner. With Restaurant Manager you
get the fully-integrated functionality to solve the business issues, as well as the expertise and understanding to meet
your unique needs and goals.

Business Need/Goal
Prevent potential theft

Alerts Can Inform You When
n The number or amount of voided checks exceeds your set

threshold.

n The number or amount of deletions on a guest check exceeds

your set threshold.
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Improve customer service and
speed table turns

n A table remains inactive for more than a set period of time after

being opened.

n A table remains inactive for more than a set period of time

between the check being printed and settled.

n A table spends over a set amount allowing you to pay a

personal visit.

Better control costs, especially
labor and overtime

n An employee’s weekly hours worked exceed a set threshold.
n An employee’s daily hours worked exceed a set threshold.
n Your total labor cost exceeds a set threshold.

n Your labor cost as a percentage of sales exceeds a set threshold

minimize server mistakes.

The Functionality You Need
Restaurant Manager’s Alert capabilities dramatically improve your ability to access critical information at any time via
multiple communication channels. Using an internet browser, email, SMS text messaging or even a Windows Mobile
enabled device you have at your fingertips a view into the restaurant’s operations.
Setting Alert Parameters: You set what alerts and information to receive, as well as when and how to receive them.
Have alerts on labor costs sent during your busiest hours, escalate notifications that are not acted upon up your
management chain or even receive and access nightly reports from home or on your PDA…you make the rules.
Receiving Notifications: Restaurant Manager allows you to select from multiple types of communication channels
when deciding how you would like to receive alerts.
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Enhance Productivity
Receive & act on important
information in real-time.

Real-Time
Alerts
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n Email – Have alerts, reports and requests sent via email and easily access via an internet browser or PDA.
n SMS Text Messaging – Use your cell phone to instantly receive alerts and notifications via standard text

messaging.

n Windows Mobility and Smart Phone devices – From a PDA, Blackberry, iPhone or similar device you can receive

and act on alerts, reports and requests from virtually anywhere.
Other Types of Notifications: In addition to real-time alerts you can receive notifications related to other
restaurant activities and operations. Here are just a few examples:
n Reports – Receive reports on labor-to-revenue ratios, top performing server staff or overall restaurant performance.

You can have these reports sent via email, or even access them from your PDA or iPhone providing the ultimate in
mobile capabilities.
n Server Requests – Quickly and easily act on server requests for voids or deletions from wherever you are. Servers
no longer have to spend time tracking down a manager on a busy night, but rather send a request to a manager’s
mobile device.

Restaurant Manager Tips
1. Combine built-in Promotions and Coupon capabilities with our optional Loyalty Club to improve
customer satisfaction and provide a truly robust program sure to bring back existing customers and
deliver new customers to your table service establishment.
2. Using real-time Alert capabilities you maximize the management impact of Restaurant Manager
functionality. One way to use Alerts, for example, is to keep close tabs on employee hours worked and
receive an alert when overtime is approached.

